
Day 6 – Trip to Plymouth 

 

After a pleasant school day we headed to Plymouth. During the bus ride, Mr Adam 

(who is a geek in history and plenty of other stuff), informed us about this remarkable 

city. It’s known as the biggest city in the county Devon. It’s located in the southwest of 

England. It has got a huge harbour, which is called „The Barbican“. Anyway, after 

approximately one hour we arrived. Actually we didn’t really want to leave the bus 

because it was BLOODY ENGLISH WEATHER. But obviously we had to. Outside our 

teachers handed out a map of Plymouth. We were actually supposed to use them, but 

frankly no one did, except from the ones who forgot to charge their phones. The rest 

depended on Google Maps. Our task was: „Take seven photos of sights you know or 

were presented in your previous English textbook!“. For those who don’t know: Our 

first text- and exercise books were about Plymouth and its sights. One of these photos 

must include a random person from Plymouth. On another photos seven strangers 

should be shown and so on … . It was filled with entertaining subtasks. (which would 

have probably been more entertaining in sunny weather). Then we were split into 

groups and commenced completing the tasks, It was also meant to be freetime, so we 

bought some food for lunch. After we had finished, we had to meet at Smeaton’s Tower. 

That’s a lighthouse located on the hill called „The Hoe“. We had the opportunity to be 

led by a guide to the top of the tower. We had to pay on our own, but it wasn’t expensive 

though. After everyone had arrived we walked down tot he Lido. This is a huge circle 

shaped swimming pool located right at the water. The school book also refered to it, 

so it was also a significant spot we should have at least seen. And then it was already 

time to walk back to our coach and depart from Plymouth to Torquay were our school 

and host families are. We were brought there safely and without and coincidence.  

 

Alex and Jakob 

 



 

 

  



 

 

 

 


